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The network
for doing
business

WORKING TOGETHER INTERNATIONALLY

UHY is a leading international network
of independent member firms providing
audit, accounting, tax and business
advisory services across the globe.
We work together with you to ensure you achieve your objectives.
Our clients include publicly listed companies, privately owned
businesses, not-for-profit and public organisations. We tailor
our services to suit your culture. We share your aspirations and
we deliver customised, timely advice to help you make the right
business decisions.
The UHY network offers an exceptional competitive advantage
— national capabilities, attentive personal service and a presence
across major business centres globally. UHY people pride
themselves on their ability to combine local knowledge with
national, regional and international expertise.
We are working with clients to embrace International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS), as many of our clients now have
interests in at least one country outside their home base – and
many have broader international operations.
Commitment to quality is one of our network’s main values —
and because it is so important to us, we strive to achieve this in
everything we do. UHY’s membership of the Forum of Firms and
commitment to IFRS means our clients have access to the same
quality of professional services as larger multinational players.
We not only have the global spread logistically but also the attest
compliance infrastructure to deliver a transnational service that
any client of any size can depend on.
This new edition of our annual capability statement illustrates how
we have continued to strengthen our close working relationships
with our clients locally, internationally or cross-border throughout
sectors, specialisms and geographical regions – and, more
importantly, it includes what our clients say about our services.

THE FORUM OF FIRMS
The UHY network is a member of
the Forum of Firms, an association of
international networks of accounting
firms. The Forum’s goal is to promote
consistent and high quality standards
of cross-border financial reporting
and auditing practices worldwide. For
additional information on the Forum of
Firms, visit: www.forumoffirms.org
At the time of printing, there are
27 members of the Forum.

FORUM OF FIRMS
CLIENTS FEATURED IN THIS
REPORT INCLUDE:

www.biodot.com

https://euco.pl

www.pipusa.com

www.sunnen.com

www.sunseekerlondon.com

www.trementertainment.com
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FROM BERNARD FAY
UHY Chairman
There have been very few more extraordinary years than 2017.
The world’s largest trading block, the European Union, continues to provide internal and
external growth opportunities for its members and has achieved a recovering GDP of 2%
or higher for the last three years. Yet at the same time in 2017, the EU has been wrestling
with unpredictable national elections, single currency crises and the United Kingdom’s exit
negotiations. For EU businesses seeking growth and expansion across borders and overseas, and
for those professional service providers supporting them on the journey, the strategic and fiscal
challenges can seldom have been greater.
In the United States, a new presidential administration has continued to confound forecasters
across the world in terms of policy, approach and politics. Stability or predictability –
fundamentals for business decision-making – have been in short supply, and the unwelcome
heightening of political and military tensions in some parts of the world have cast a longer
shadow than we have seen for some years.
But in spite of these serious obstacles to trade, or perhaps because of them, our clients have
consistently looked to UHY member firms for best advice and best practice. Our strategic
strengths as a network – working together, growth, brand reputation and quality – are proving
to be exactly what businesses need.
2018 is my third and final year as UHY Chairman and I am as determined as ever to oversee
further strides forward in the implementation of our plans for growth and for supporting
member firms in their ongoing development and success.
I believe, as do many others that technology is set to be one of the significant game-changers
for our profession, and for our clients, in the coming years. From protection against cyber-attack
to working smarter in the cloud, and from advanced data analytics to artificial intelligence, our
collective network knowledge and expertise has never been more important, to keep our clients
safe and to add real value to the relationships we build with them.
If we continue to invest in technology, both financially and intellectually, and continue to
recruit, develop, motivate and keep the best people, then our future is bright.

Best wishes
Bernard Fay
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SUNNEN

Wor king wit h a dvisors like Jerry and his

SECTOR

team in t he US, and t he wider UHY member

ENGINEERING & INDUSTRIAL
REGION

EUROPE, AMERICAS, ASIA-PACIFIC

Based in St.Louis, Missouri, United States
(US), Sunnen Products Company is a
global leader in the design, manufacture
and distribution of bore sizing and
finishing machinery, abrasives, and
tooling. Its honing products are used
in the sizing and finishing of cylindrical
bores of all sizes for internal combustion
engines; in mechanical gears; in
hydraulic valve bodies, blocks, and
cylinders; and in petroleum extraction
tubes, among others.
The company’s prime markets include
automotive and transportation,
construction, mining, aerospace,
firearms, and energy. Customers
range all the way from small, owneroperated machine shops up to large,
publicly-traded original equipment
manufacturers.
A FAMILY AFFAIR
The business has grown substantially
since founder Joe Sunnen and his wife
Cornelia sold their first valve lifting
tool from the back of their converted
automobile in 1924. They took the
Sunnen dream on the road with little
more than ten dollars in their pocket,
but today the dream is alive and well:
nearly a century later, Sunnen is the
largest integrated precision bore sizing
company in the industry - and still a
family business.
Staff now number 450 in St.Louis,
where specialist industry skills and
experience characterise the workforce.
What is more, the Sunnen family values
mean that the health and welfare
of employees come first, and their
talent and success is appreciated and
celebrated. The consequence is long
tenure and low turnover of a loyal and
motivated staff.
Revenue worldwide is now in excess
of USD 100m, with half of that coming

firms, I know we are in good hands.

from customers outside of the US. As
well as primary manufacturing in the
US, Sunnen employs an international
workforce of 200 overseeing smaller
manufacturing operations in Brazil,
China and Switzerland, plus distribution
subsidiaries in Belgium, the Czech
Republic, France, India, Italy, Poland,
Russia and the UK.
PARTNERS IN GROWTH
In 2016, the UHY international network
celebrated its 30-year anniversary. Over
that time UHY has expanded its US-UK
collaboration into a global presence,
helping countless clients to not only
grow domestically but also move
successfully into foreign markets. Sunnen
Products Company has been a client of
UHY’s member firm in the US for almost
the same length of time. UHY LLP in St.
Louis, US, provides the company with
audit, tax and consultancy services, and
has been there from the beginning of
Sunnen’s own international journey.
UHY LLP’s audit and assurance partner
in Missouri is Jerry Townsend. “It is
very satisfying being able to help a
longstanding domestic client to expand
its operations overseas,” says Jerry.
“We have introduced Sunnen to
colleagues in the UHY global network
and worked together to help the
business understand country impacts
on various strategic and operational
alternatives. At the same time, we
have been able to streamline the
consolidation process and increase
transparency in Sunnen’s growing
intercompany transactions.”
Rob Ludwig, Sunnen’s vice-president
and chief financial officer, is equally
enthusiastic. “When we hired UHY
LLP, we wanted a firm that was
proactive and attentive to our needs
but above all responsive. Our business
was, and is, all about productivity –

getting more for less – and we need
our trusted advisors to understand
that and get on board. UHY LLP met
the brief in every way.”
THE CHALLENGE
Sunnen’s expansion abroad began
with the development of a Chinese
manufacturing subsidiary in 1994 in
Pudong, Shanghai and the subsequent
opening of sales and service centres
in Beijing, Chongqing, Guangdong,
Liaoning and Shanxi. This was the first
step in an international growth strategy,
and an opportunity to call on UHY’s own
cross-border expertise. UHY Advisors’
China Desk in New York has been a
valuable source of consultancy and
advice on numerous development issues
at the Shanghai Sunnen Mechanical
Company, and indicative of how
specialised local market knowledge is
a key factor in success abroad.
Europe has also been a challenging
market for Sunnen, with mandated
higher regulatory and technical
accounting standards issues to address
as well as the establishment of new
country offices within the group’s
holding company, Sunnen Products
Limited. So with a compatible
footprint of UHY member firms to
mirror the company’s own centres of
operation, it was inevitable that the
cultural and professional fit between
UHY and Sunnen would bring more
UHY member firms – and more local
knowledge - into the equation,
through introductions from UHY LLP,
US as the lead firm. According to Rob
Ludwig, this coordinated approach
has made a complex European tax
and audit challenge a lot simpler to
manage. “We find this consolidation
of audit and tax work occurs better
between UHY member firms,” he
says. “The cooperative approach is not
something we would have easily found
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by using different advisors – and the
UHY member firms working with our
subsidiaries locally have been great.”
THE SOLUTION
Sunnen’s audit and tax teams in
Belgium, Italy, Switzerland and the
UK work closely with their UHY
counterparts on a wide range of
requirements. For example, as well as
providing statutory audits to Sunnen’s
Swiss businesses, UHY member firm
Balmer-Etienne AG, in Zurich, also
provides VAT (value added tax) checks
and other tax compliance services.
“Their local knowledge is critical for us,”
says Rob Ludwig. “Local accounting law,
local VAT and other tax requirements
combined with knowledge on US GAAP
means we can operate there with
confidence.” UHY Italy and UHY-CDP
Partners in Belgium provide similar local
reassurance and compliance in their
respective markets.
For the last 15 years, Sunnen has
consolidated its European accounts
through UHY Hacker Young, London,
UK. In addition to this work, the UHY
member firm in the UK provides
international tax and restructuring advice,
as well as auditing Sunnen’s UK entity and
providing corporation tax services. UHY
Hacker Young has significant experience
in providing services to UK subsidiaries
of US companies as well as European
groups headed by a UK parent, so the
fit with Sunnen was clear. Rob agrees,
“Working with common UHY member
firms has meant that the consolidation
packs prepared by our European
subsidiaries can be used by the UK and
the US in preparation of the respective
consolidated group accounts.”

THE RESULT
Confidence in UHY’s member firms
and a positive long-term experience
in developing smooth, effective
relationships between teams and
member firms have resulted in more
partnerships with UHY as part of
Sunnen’s international expansion. UHY
Yans-Audit LLC, one of UHY’s member
firms in Russia, provides statutory audit
services to Sunnen’s Russian subsidiary
and, most recently, Sunnen has
developed joint venture (JV) operations
in two of the most traditionally difficult
markets to enter – Brazil and India.
Rob Ludwig explains: “Brazil is
particularly demanding and UHY
Moreira Auditores played a part –
alongside our legal attorneys – in
navigating the complex regulatory
and fiscal hurdles, and the culture.
It is a difficult time for the country
economically and politically, but setting
up as a JV allowed us to have an
invested partner locally which made
the challenges surmountable.”
Likewise in India, where Sunnen’s JV
with a longstanding local distribution
partner required considerable navigation
on issues of compliance and multiple
taxation. UHY’s member firm has been
instrumental in supporting Sunnen
through the process. “Chandabhoy &
Jassoobhoy has played a very solid role
in India,” says Rob. “They have been
with us for the last couple of years. Our
operation there is progressing well, right
on plan and no concerns.”
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
Rob is under no illusions that Sunnen’s
ambition will face many more challenges,

despite continuing success today. “Of
course we have plans for the future,” he
says. “Europe, in particular, is a changing
and complicated landscape. Over the
next few years, we will be re-evaluating
legal and capitalisation structures and
how we handle pan-European logistics
and market management. We may need,
for instance, a different approach to the
dispersion of assets.”
One thing is for sure, Sunnen will be
looking for even more technical and
local expertise and advice, and Rob is
confident that his company’s relationship
with UHY member firms, in the US
and across the world, will continue to
bear fruit. “We are not a big enough
business to have all the specific skills
and knowledge in-house,” he says, “but
working with advisors like Jerry and
his team in the US, and the wider UHY
member firms in the network, I know we
are in good hands. In my experience they
really understand our business. They
have never been less than responsive,
cooperative and, more than anything,
they have always been there for us.”
UHY IN THE ENGINEERING AND
INDUSTRIAL SECTOR
The engineering sector is characterised
by growing mass production in
developing economies, and a drive
for technological and productivity
improvements in mature markets. Access
to finance, currency volatility, sustainable
supply chains and pricing pressures are
areas where UHY member firms can
assist, as well as helping deliver growth
and operational efficiencies. For cross
border clients, we advise on import
taxes, tariffs, subsidies and exchange rate
strategies, to name just a few.
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PROTECTIVE INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCTS (PIP)

16 years of outstanding service from our

SECTOR

UHY to steer us t hrough our next years of

ENGINEERING & INDUSTRIAL:
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE)
REGION

local UHY team was enough for us to ask
fast growt h in ot her countries.

AMERICAS, ASIA-PACIFIC, EUROPE
From its early beginnings selling safety
gloves from the back of a mini-van more
than 30 years ago, PIP is now a global
leader in the field of safety equipment
achieving an annual revenue of USD
250m. The two original owners, Joe Milot
and Wellson Tao, are still involved and
six of the founders’ children now work
for the business and are instrumental in
driving growth. Despite being a multinational business PIP has not forgotten
its early commitments to value, integrity,
ethical trading, staff loyalty and a nimble
approach to doing business.
CHALLENGE
In the last five years, PIP has achieved
an increase in sales of over 47%. Over
90% of these sales are made in the US
but the business is always looking for
new opportunities in other countries.
PIP is fully aware that it needs to grow
a bigger infrastructure in terms of
employee capability, global reach, the
stamina to outperform international
competitors and the maintenance of a
company brand. A brand that has always
put family values and fair working
practices above all else. To achieve this
Sean Weil, CFO at PIP, acknowledges the
importance of selecting and working
with a global accountancy network
strong enough to help them manage
their ambitious growth plans – wherever
they are in the world.
“Our focus now and over recent months
has been to invest more in the US,
Asia and other growth markets,” he
says. “Although we had already been
working with UHY LLP in the US since
2001 they still needed to prove that their
relationships with member firms in other
countries would be strong enough to
support our international growth plans.”
Sean and his team needed to be
convinced that globally UHY member
firms could act as PIP’s eyes and ears on

the ground and, as appropriate, could
give the business the best level of local
and regional advice so as PIP could grow
their business with the confidence it
needed to succeed.
“Mike Zovistoski at UHY LLP in New York
was able to reassure us that his global
referrals would be perfectly placed to
support us. This confidence and 16 years
of loyal and outstanding service from
our local UHY LLP team was enough for
us to ask UHY member firms to steer
us through our next few years of fast
growth in other countries.”
SOLUTION
The reasons behind PIP’s sizeable recent
growth were understood and cultivated
by Michael Zovitoski, partner at UHY
LLP, Albany, New York – customers
realised that if they implemented
proper safety measures they would face
fewer employee compensation claims
and reduced absenteeism; PIP’s many
strategic acquisitions had added more
choice and quality to their product
lines; their Board had encouraged and
developed a strong staff team who
supported the ethos of the business,
believed in the products and worked
well with all suppliers and customers.
The solution that Mike and his team
at UHY LLP developed ensured PIP’s
strategic and dynamic consolidation
of its ambitions and targets. Most
importantly he was able to galvanise
every appropriate UHY member firm to
make PIP’s immediate vision a reality.
RESULT
“On top of the wonderful advice and
support we get from UHY LLP in the
US, we now rely on the expertise of
UHY representatives in Canada, France,
Hong Kong, Italy and Spain,” says Percy
Cubillo, cash management director, PIP.
“We trusted Michael when he said we

could expect the same levels of high
quality work and advice from every
UHY member firm we worked with
and he has matched our expectations.
Consistently we get a superlative service
from UHY member firms and we have
no desire to change this.”
As PIP’s reach and profile become
ever more sophisticated, the business’s
ambitions continue to grow. The
company has USD 250m turnover,
is poised to grow and Sean Weil is
determined that with UHY’s support
there are no glass ceilings for PIP.
UHY IN THE MANUFACTURING AND
DISTRIBUTION SECTOR
Patterns of consumption, consumer
spending and expanding global brands
are changing how consumer goods are
distributed and sold. UHY member firms
work across the sector ranging from
single market retailers and distributors
to major international fashion brands.
Specialists understand issues like
managing internal controls, stock
monitoring, warehousing scheduling
and supply chain logistics. We provide
tailored accountancy services such as
tax planning and compliance, financial
reporting, strategic planning and risk
assessment.
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THE TREMENDOUS
ENTERTAINMENT GROUP
SECTOR

MEDIA & COMMUNICATIONS
REGION

ASIA-PACIFIC, AMERICAS, EUROPE

What do Star Trek and Star Fleet
Academy, CSI (Crime Scene Investigation),
Leonardo da Vinci, dinosaurs, 1000 years
of INCA gold and the Terracotta Army,
all have in common? Apart from being
globally recognised, they have all been
developed into stunning interactive
educational and entertainment exhibition
experiences by EMS, part of The
Tremendous Entertainment Group Ltd,
based in Singapore.
There can rarely have been a more
appropriately-named business
than Tremendous. With worldwide
commercial operations in the media
and entertainment industry, the group
is also behind one of the world’s most
popular children’s pre-school television
shows, Hi-5, and has structured itself
in Singapore and Australia to produce,
market, distribute and develop the
programme. A brand new series has
just completed filming in Malaysia. Hi-5
is also well known through the Hi-5
tour show within Asian markets.
What is more, through its Base
Entertainment Asia company,
Tremendous is expanding its theatre
management and licensing footprint
for the Asian market. Base already
boasts a portfolio of exceptional high
profile shows including, among many
other well known productions: Cats,
Phantom, Cirque du Soleil, The Lion
King, Beauty and the Beast, Barbie Live
and Mamma Mia.
THE CHALLENGE
It is not surprising that rapid expansion
into new jurisdictions, new market
sectors and new entertainment
sectors brings with it a host of
technical, organisational and financial
complexities. While most group
businesses are wholly owned, others
have been established as joint ventures
with specialist partners.

“There are nearly 30 entities in The
Tremendous Group structure across
Europe and the US and here in Asia,
so staying on top of different auditing
requirements and different standards and
regulatory compliances, is an ongoing
need,” says Waiyin Yap, CFO, The
Tremendous Group.
THE SOLUTION
UHY in Malaysia was initially
recommended to Waiyin by a number of
directors and group shareholders with
whom the member firm in Singapore was
working on an individual basis. Waiyin
decided to engage the firm together with
the Malaysian and Australian practices,
reflecting The Tremendous Entertainment
Group’s core markets. “I had been aware
of UHY for some time and have seen the
network grow across the world,” she says.
“That was an important factor for our
future growth plans, but currently I am
working with UHY in Malaysia, UHY Lee
Seng Chan & Co in Singapore and UHY
Haines Norton, Sydney, Australia.”
Developing a strong understanding with
UHY’s member firms in Singapore and
Australia in particular, has been a building
block towards achieving a more seamless
accounting experience within the group.
Although it is ‘early days’ with the various
audit and assurance teams busy working on
initial audits, (UHY Lee Seng Chan & Co are
also tasked with consolidating the financial
statements and audit from group companies
operating in the US and Europe), Waiyin is
happy with the response and calibre of the
member firms.
THE RESULT
The Tremendous Group has strong
internal teams in the US, Australia,
Singapore and Europe, so their feedback
on accounting operations pulls no
punches. “Hi-5 and EMS are both
Singapore based companies, so this
relationship in particular is very important
to us,” she says. “Vincent Tang is our
project lead at UHY Lee Seng Chan & Co,
and is responsible for audit and assurance
services. If anyone runs into a problem, I
ask Vincent to fix it.”
Vincent Tang enjoys the challenge. “It
is vital that we understand our client’s
business deeply,” he says. “This first audit
consolidation and the process we are
building together is very positive. It is a

Our business has grown
in so many ways, and

we look forward to our
professional providers
growing wit h us on
t he journey.

complex and demanding organisation so
we are fortunate to have UHY colleagues
in the US and Europe to provide local
advice and help it all run smoothly.”
Waiyin Yap agrees. “I am as excited
by this business as I was when I joined
over five years ago. It has grown in so
many ways, and we look forward to our
professional providers growing with us on
the journey.”
UHY IN THE MEDIA AND
COMMUNICATIONS SECTOR
Media and communications are among
the world’s fastest growing industries,
having been transformed by technology.
Digital presents risks and opportunities
on a scale not seen before, and the
development of areas such as mobile
platforms is leading to unprecedented
shifts in consumer behaviour. As the
industry becomes more global, clients can
draw on our specialist knowledge and
insight in both mature and emerging
markets. Our experts have experience in
royalty agreements, licensing and valuing
of intellectual assets. Many clients in
the sector use management consulting
services provided by member firms in the
UHY network to address specific projects
or business needs. UHY sector specialists
can provide insight into the latest trends,
implications and opportunities for clients.
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SUNSEEKER LONDON GROUP
SECTOR

LEISURE
REGION

EUROPE, AFRICA

The Sunseeker Yachts brand was
started in the late sixties in Poole,
Dorset, UK. Twenty years later,
a young marine expert and his
engineer colleague fell in love with
the Sunseeker brand and formed
The Sunseeker London Group in
1993. Today the two founders, David
Lewis and Christopher Head remain
Managing Director and Group Sales
Director respectively; and Sunseeker
London has become the official and
exclusive distributor for the UK,
Europe and Africa, specialising in the
Mediterranean market.
They sell and charter new and
preowned luxury Sunseeker motor
yachts from 40ft cruisers to 155ft
mega yachts – at mega prices to
match. Located in Mayfair, London,
UK the business now records a
turnover of almost GBP 180m and
employs over 120 people. The
Sunseeker London Group accounts for
half of all Sunseeker sales worldwide
and has 36 offices across 20 countries
within Europe and Africa.
CHALLENGE
Managing director, David Lewis,
acknowledges that his is a complex
business demanding more than
just accountancy skill from an audit
partner. “The challenge for Sunseeker
continues to be that we need to
sail ahead of our competitors, some
of whom did not survive the last
financial crisis. We always strive to
look at things differently and we need
our accountancy partners to share
that same ethos. We are providing
yachts for the super rich and every
stage of the buying process has to
be streamlined. There are many
different transactions to manage in the
specification and sale of a boat and
these can happen in different countries
and with different supply businesses.”

We always strive to look at t hings

differently and we need our accountancy
par tners to share t hat same et hos.

SOLUTION
Choosing UHY Hacker Young,
London, UK, 20 years ago, has proved
to be an effective solution. David
describes their partnership as being
comfortable and relaxed – “There’s a
lot of trust here. We needed to trust
them to help us seamlessly build up
relationships over time with other
UHY member firms in other countries
as our development required. At the
same time, it was important to us that
we could always look at our global
accountancy and auditing through
one team at our central offices here
in London. UHY Hacker Young offers
us a cohesive service wherever in the
world we need to draw expertise and
support from.”
The Sunseeker London Group owns
the rights to the whole of the
Mediterranean Seas, so clients can
buy a boat in Germany, keep it in
Spain and then sail to Egypt for their
vacation. Sunseeker is unique amongst
its competitors in having offices in all
territories – clients can be confident
of a cohesive strategy and service
approach wherever they are.
The Sunseeker London Group also
has a number of subsidiaries in their
territories to provide successful
selling opportunities and after-sales
support. “This is seamless, and very
reassuring for our clients,” says David.
“This new approach has really helped
us to build the business and it is one

that is mirrored by the consistency of
approach we receive from UHY. We
could not manage a business like ours
without the support of people like
Vinod Vadgama, our account partner
at UHY Hacker Young.”
RESULT
Vinod relishes the challenge of
supporting a complex international
business, where no two deals are
the same, and in which a very deep
commercial understanding of the
client’s process is essential to success.
“We now provide ongoing support
in the form of group audit and tax
compliance work – including due
diligence and other advisory services.
The team at Sunseeker London
Group is extremely passionate,
driven and focused which makes
them a pleasure to work with.
Over the past few years the group
has expanded its reach to various
territories and we have been able
to introduce them to our member
firms across the UHY international
network to help them set up in some
of these regions.”
Being part of the UHY network
has allowed UHY Hacker Young in
London to draw on local knowledge
from other UHY member firms in
Croatia, Germany, Portugal and
Spain, where Sunseeker subsidiaries
require particular advice. In each
country the marine, legal and tax
laws vary and can change often so
Vinod and his team have to stay very
close to the client’s development
plans, speak regularly to fellow
member firms and work within these
challenging economic times to help
Sunseeker succeed.
In Spain, for example, member firm
UHY Fay & Co audits the Sunseeker
subsidiary’s accounts in addition
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to providing UHY Hacker Young
with consolidation reports as group
auditor. Emilio Fernández is UHY
Fay & Co’s audit director, based
in Barcelona: “This is the third
year we have audited the Spanish
company, in accordance with the
legal regulations in Spain, as well
as complying with international
auditing standards for UHY Hacker
Young in the UK,” says Emilio. “We
are delighted to continue offering
the international services that
the client needs and to respond
quickly and efficiently. As part of
our corporate culture in Spain we
also aim to establish long-lasting
relationships with our clients, and I
hope we can develop a long track
record of success for supporting
Sunseeker and its vision.”
MAGIC BEYOND THE BOAT
For Sunseeker London that
vision includes staying ahead of
its competitors. Thanks to their
confidence in UHY’s delivery and
commercial input, in London
and abroad, David Lewis and the
Sunseeker London team are able
to put aside financial management
concerns and focus instead on

the Sunseeker brand. “It is an
international brand at the level
of Bentley, Ferrari or a top hotel
group like the Ritz,” says David.
“To reinforce this we need to give
our clients experiences that money
cannot buy, so we recognise that
what we do around our commercial
offer is critical. It goes beyond
the boat.”
As a result, Sunseeker London
now runs world class hospitality
events for Sunseeker owners, and
is widening its luxury brand reach
through securing partnerships with
other top names. But not only is the
strategy working for Sunseeker, it is
also adding value to other brands.
“Red Bull Racing approached us to
provide five yachts and three days
of hospitality for their wealthiest
clientele at the 2017 Monaco
Formula One Grand Prix,” says
David. “It was a win-win for both
brands, and a tremendous event.
We see more and more, in the world
of luxury, that it is not enough just
to provide a fabulous product – we
have to add even more magic to the
customer experience.”

UHY IN THE HOSPITALITY AND LEISURE
SECTOR
UHY member firms have clients in hotels,
restaurants, tourist attractions, travel
providers and tour operators. As well as
giving advice on audit, tax planning, and
mergers and acquisitions, we develop
financing projects, portfolio reviews and
benchmarking, and negotiate operator
agreements. The global tourism industry
is continuing to see a trend towards
consolidation among service providers,
particularly among hotel chains and
tour operators where major brands
increasingly dominate. We can steer
clients through international acquisition
or disposal strategies and negotiate cross
border partnership arrangements. With
firms in most major tourist locations, UHY
member firms can help you achieve your
international ambitions.
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BIODOT
SECTOR

HEALTH SCIENCES & BIOTECH
REGION

EUROPE, AMERICAS, ASIA

Par tnering with UHY has helped us to boost

our overall turnover of USD 2m to a staggering
USD 5m in the UK and USD 12m globally.

payroll before Britain officially leaves
the European Union in 2019. Simon
responded quickly by recruiting a sales
executive in Dublin, Ireland and Charles
referred the BioDot team to UHY Farrelly
Dawe White Ltd in Dundalk, Ireland to
manage their accountancy and business
development regionally.

BioDot, a global leader in manufacturing
equipment for medical diagnostics,
has made significant breakthroughs
in point of care (POC) tests such as
pregnancy testing, diabetes, HIV,
allergies and Coeliac disease – all of
which are in growing demand. In 2005
however, the business was at the limit
of its own technologies and in need of
practical business support to fine-tune
and maximise their commercial offer.
Until then, BioDot’s accountancy
advisors had been fairly passive so
when they were introduced to Charles
Homan, partner, UHY Hacker Young
(UHY HY), Brighton, UK, 12 years ago
they recognised a different level of
service offer and selected UHY HY as
their new accountancy partners.
CHALLENGE
“We were getting a basic level of
financial advice from our previous
accountancy firm,” says Simon Thacker,
general manager Europe, BioDot, “but
as soon as we met Charles we were
hopeful that his charisma, knowledge
and energy would make a real
difference. He has never been afraid to
challenge us, but he always took our
ambitions on board.”

Technological advances associated with
POC treatments move at a very fast
pace and we needed to concentrate
on developing medical advances and
staying technologically superior to
what our competitors were offering.
At the moment, we are amongst the
top three medical diagnostic companies
in the world – we have about ten
serious competitors globally but we are
determined to stay ahead and reach the
number one position if we can. UHY
member firms give us the confidence
that this is possible.”
RESULT
“Partnering with UHY member firms has
helped us to boost our overall turnover
of USD 2m to a staggering USD 5m in the
UK and USD 12m globally,” says Simon.

SOLUTION
Since starting to work with Charles
and his team at UHY Hacker Young
in Brighton more than ten years ago,
the business has achieved remarkable
growth – not least because one of
Charles’ first actions was to advise
BioDot to claim European government
funding from their significant Research
and Development (R&D) spend.

The difference, says Simon, is that
Charles is much more of an all-round
business advisor than simply an
accountant – “he immerses himself in
our industry and always lets us know
about new initiatives and trends. He has
a remarkable understanding of the finer
details of what we do and he uses this
insight to help us grow at the rate we
expect and hope for.”

Simon Thacker, general manager
Europe, BioDot, says, “Without Charles’
support and the R&D funding he
identified we were eligible for, we
would have struggled as a business.

BioDot’s confidence in Charles is so
strong that when he reviewed the
company’s situation after the UK Brexit
referendum, he advised them to set
up a European office with an active

“With our European base established and
growing, we now want to develop into
Russia, the Middle East and Africa. The
UHY network has member firms across
the world so we are confident that any of
Charles’ referral recommendations will be
excellent and will continue to help BioDot
to achieve its very exciting ambitions for
growth,” says Simon.
UHY IN THE HEALTH SCIENCES AND
BIOTECH SECTOR
While fiscal restraint is creating
challenges for healthcare providers,
demographic change and scientific
advances also bring opportunities.
With the global population set to reach
eight billion by 2025, growing levels of
lifestyle-related chronic diseases and
advances in medical technology are
forcing unprecedented change. Experts
from UHY member firms understand
the health sector and work with a
range of organisations from public
healthcare providers to international
pharmaceutical companies. Services
include regulatory and compliance
management and advice on protecting
intellectual property rights.
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EUCO
SECTOR

FINANCIAL SERVICES - COMPENSATION
REGION

CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE
Europejskie Centrum Odszkodowań S.A.
(EuCO) was set up as a limited liability
compensation company with a head
office in Legnica, Poland in 2004. In
November 2006, EuCO Law Office was
established and the company became
the Capital Group which operates
in Cyprus, Czech Republic, Hungary,
Luxembourg, Romania and Slovakia.
Most famous for single-handedly
creating the compensation market in
Poland 12 years ago, EuCO specialises
in helping accident victims and their
families to receive fair redress and other
benefits for their own injuries or the
death of relatives. They now have the
largest agency-based sales network in
Central and Eastern Europe. In 2016
EuCO Capital Group submitted over
19,743 cases to insurance companies
for a total value of PLN 628.8 million,
a sum which confirms the company’s
dominance in this sector, in Poland.
In recognition of EuCO’s strong values
and phenomenal growth, the Polish
edition of Bloomberg Businessweek
magazine awarded Krzysztof
Lewandowski (pictured), president of
EuCO’s Group, the title of ‘Best Manager’
for creating a new industry on the Polish
market. The company has won numerous
other prestigious business awards and
supports many charitable organisations.
CHALLENGE
In 2010, EuCO became a public listed
company (PLC) on the Warsaw Stock
Exchange – “As a PLC we knew we
would be heavily scrutinised. Having
worked with Roman Seredyński as our
auditor for many years before his firm,
the ECA Group (now UHY ECA Group),
joined the UHY network, we knew he
was the right person to cooperate with,”
says Krzysztof Lewandowski. “Our public
listing was followed by the opening of
subsidiaries in other jurisdictions as the

UHY always meet deadlines, they

communicate regularly and their specialist
knowledge is incomparable.

first part of our international growth
plan, effectively increasing pressure on
the business to account for itself wholly
and effectively.”
While decisions on service provision had
been made centrally at EuCO they were
usually in consideration of suggestions
put forward by each individual country’s
Board. However when Roman’s firm,
UHY ECA Group, became part of the
UHY international network, it opened
up another option – to consider
working with other UHY member firms
in EuCO’s countries of operation based
on Roman’s strong recommendation
and explanation of how independent
firms within the network work closely
together on behalf of clients.

SOLUTION
The first realisation of this potential
has been EuCO’s Romanian subsidiary
working with UHY Audit CD S.R.L.,
Bucharest, the UHY member firm
in Romania, to provide them with
accounting services and local
knowledge. EuCO has been delighted
with how the relationship has
developed and future needs may
include audit, ongoing tax advisory and
business consultancy.
“Like Roman and his team in Poland, the
UHY member firm in Romania has never
let us down. They always meet deadlines,
they communicate regularly and their
specialist knowledge is incomparable,”
says Agata Rosa-Kołodziej, financial
director of EuCO’s Group.

Roman says, “Because we have been
working so closely with the team at EuCO
we know everything about their business
and their development plans so it was
a pleasure to recommend our member
firm in Bucharest and I am delighted it is
working out so well.”
RESULT
Because of EuCO’s continuous
international development plans and
the fact that compensation is a sector
that is growing fast, their Board has
plans to develop the Group into new
foreign markets.
“From our first association with Roman
in Poland, his approach has revolutionised
the way we work and definitely
contributed to the success of our business.
This cooperation has lost none of its
intensity over the years. This is why we
would happily work with any other UHY
member firm in countries we have a
presence in.”
UHY IN THE FINANCIAL SERVICES –
COMPENSATION SECTOR
Businesses operating in financial services
are facing increased complexity and
regulation. UHY member firm experts
can provide guidance and insight
to clients including banks, insurance
companies, fund managers, private
equity investors and credit unions. Our
teams can manage issues ranging from
regulatory compliance to applying
international accounting standards. We
also develop and implement bespoke risk
management strategies. In an industry
where information technology plays
an ever-greater role, we also work on
projects to improve productivity and
efficiency as well as providing solutions to
security and data protection issues. The
increasingly cross-border nature of many
regulatory requirements means clients
can draw on our expertise wherever they
do business.
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THE NETWORK FOR
DOING BUSINESS
• A global network of auditing,
accounting, tax and consulting firms
• Over 7,850 professionals in more
than 325 business centres in over
95 countries
• Commercially focused services
for clients with international
business interests

BELARUS
UHY BusinessCollegia LLC, Minsk
Contact: Denis Kastsian
Email: audit@collegia.by
Website: www.collegia.by
BELGIUM
UHY-CDP Partners, Brussels
Contact: Chantal Bollen
Email: c.bollen@cdp-partners.be
Website: www.cdp-partners.be
Also in: Liège

CZECH REPUBLIC
AUDITOR, spol. s r.o., Prague
Contact: Georg Stöger
Email: georg.stoeger@auditor.eu
Website: www.auditor.eu
Also in: Brno, Pelhrimov
DENMARK
inforevision, Copenhagen
Contact: Vibeke Düring Reyes Jensen
Email: vd@info-revision.dk
Website: www.info-revision.dk

• Comprehensive resources
and capabilities

BOLIVIA
H. Baldevieso & Luna SRL, La Paz
Contact: Roberto Baldivieso
Email: hbl@baldiviesoyluna.com
Website: www.baldiviesoyluna.com

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
UHY Canahuate Calderon & Asociados,
Santo Domingo
Contact: Arabellis Calderón González
Email: info@uhycanahuatecalderon.com
Website: www.uhycanahuatecalderon.com

AFGHANISTAN
UHY Ahmed Hassan Naeem Chartered
Accountants, Kabul
Contact: Junaid Ahmed
Email: junaidahmad@uhy-ahnco.com
Website: www.uhy-ahnco.com

BRAZIL
UHY Moreira – Auditores,* Porto Alegre
Contact: Diego Moreira
Email: drmoreira@auditoria.srv.br
Website: www.uhymoreira.com.br
Also in: Belo Horizonte, Brasília, Curitiba,
Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo

ECUADOR
UHY Assurance & Services Cia. Ltda., Quito
Contact: Freddy Cevallos Bustamante
Email: f.cevallos@uhyassurance.ec
Website: www.uhyassurance.ec

ALBANIA
UHY Elite sh.p.k, Tirana
Contact: Artan Xhiani
Email: info@uhy-elite.com
Website: www.uhy-elite.com

CAMEROON
UHY BBI Advisory & Audit, Douala
Contact: Isaac Bela Belinga
Email: isaac.bela@uhy-bbi.com
Also in: Limbe, Yaounde

ANGOLA
UHY A Paredes e Associados-Angola
Auditores e Consultores, S.A., Luanda
Contact: Armando Paredes
Email: aparedes@uhyangola.com
Website: www.uhyangola.com

CANADA
UHY McGovern Hurley LLP,* Toronto
Contact: Martin Cairns
Email: mcairns@uhymh.com
Website: www.uhymh.com

ARGENTINA
UHY Macho & Asociados,* Buenos Aires
Contact: Roberto Macho
Email: rmacho@uhy-macho.com
Website: www.uhy-macho.com
AUSTRALIA
UHY Haines Norton*
Contact: Michael Coughtrey
Email: mcoughtrey@uhyhn.com.au
Website: www.uhyhn.com
Offices in: Adelaide, Brisbane*, Busselton, Dunsborough,
Gladstone, Melbourne, Perth, Sunshine Coast, Sydney*
AUSTRIA
UHY-Tax Wirtschaftstreuhand GmbH, Linz
Contact: Stephan Schlager
Email: office@uhy.at
Website: www.uhy.at
Also in: Horn, Salzburg, Vienna, Villach
AZERBAIJAN
UHY AZAUDIT LLC, Baku
Contact: Afig Israfilov
Email: info@azaudit.az
Website: www.azaudit.az
BAHAMAS
UHY Bain & Associates, Nassau
Contact: Dr. John S. Bain
Email: john@uhy-bs.com
Website: www.uhy-bs.com
BAHRAIN
UHY El Sayed El Ayouty & Co, Certified Public
Accountants, Bahrain
Contact: Mohammed El Sayed El Ayouty
Email: bahrain@elayouty.com
BANGLADESH
UHY Syful Shamsul Alam & Co, Dhaka
Contact: Syful Islam
Email: syful@ssacbd.com
Website: www.ssacbd.com
Also in: Chittagong

UHY Victor LLP, Montreal
Contact: Ken Shemie
Email: kshemie@uhyvictor.com
Website: www.uhyvictor.com
CHILE
UHY Guiñazú & Asociados SpA.,* Santiago
Contact: Juan Olivares H.
Email: jolivares@uhy-cl.com
Website: www.uhy-cl.com
CHINA
ZhongHua Certified Public Accountants LLP,*
Shanghai
Contact: Yong Sun
Email: info@zhonghuacpa.com
Website: www.zhonghuacpa.com
Also in: Anhui, Beijing, Guangdong, Hangzhou, Jiangsu,
Shandong, Shenzhen
COLOMBIA
UHY Rozo & Parra Ltda,* Bogotá
Contact: Samuel Rozo Monsalve
Email: s.rozo@uhy-co.com
Website: www.uhy-co.com
COSTA RICA
UHY Auditores y Consultores, S.A., San Jose
Contact: Omar Pérez Rosales
Email: operez@uhy-cr.com
Website: www.uhy-cr.com
CROATIA
UHY HB EKONOM d.o.o., Split
Contact: Helena Budisa
Email: split@uhy.hr
Website: www.uhyincroatia.com
UHY RUDAN d.o.o., Zagreb
Contact: Iva Cerovsky
Email: info@uhy.rudan.hr
Website: www.uhyincroatia.com
CYPRUS
UHY Antonis Kassapis Limited, Nicosia
Contact: Antonis Kassapis
Email: uhy@uhy.com.cy
Website: www.uhy.com.cy

EL SALVADOR
UHY Asesores Y Consultores, S.A De CV., San Salvador
Contact: Victor Romero
Email: vromero.rpya@gmail.com
Website: www.uhy-perez.com
FINLAND
UHY TietoAkseli, Jyväskylä
Contact: Sanna Vähäkömi
Email: info@tietoakseli.fi
Website: www.tietoakseli.fi
Also in: Helsinki, Mikkeli, Oulu
FRANCE
UHY GVA,* Paris
Contact: Muriel Nouchy
Email: muriel.nouchy@uhygva.com
Website: www.uhygva.com
Also in: Lyon
GEORGIA
UHY ABG Consulting, Tbilisi
Contact: Antimoz Zaridze
Email: info@abg.com.ge
Website: www.uhy-ge.com
GERMANY
UHY Deutschland AG*
Contact: Dr Ulla Peters
Email: berlin@uhy-berlin.de
Website: www.uhy-deutschland.de
Clostermann & Jasper Partnerschaft mbB, Bremen
Contact: Tobias Stuber
Email: info@clostermann-jasper.de
Website: www.clostermann-jasper.de
Also in: Hamburg
Dr. Langenmayr GmbH
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, Munich
Contact: Johannes Bitzer
Email: lp@dr-langenmayr.de
Website: www.dr-langenmayr.de
Dr. Leyh, Dr. Kossow & Dr. Ott KG, Cologne
Contact: Gunter Stoeber
Email: koeln@lko.de
Website: www.lko.de
Kullen Müller Zinser Treuhand GmbH, Stuttgart
Contact: Sebastian Otten
Email: stuttgart@uhy-deutschland.de
Website: www.kullen-mueller-zinser.de
UHY Lauer & Dr. Peters KG, Berlin
Contact: Dr Ulla Peters
Email: berlin@uhy-berlin.de
Website: www.uhy-berlin.de
Also in: Rostock
UHY Wahlen & Mannsky, Frankfurt
Contact: Stephanie Mannsky
Email: frankfurt@uhy-wahlen.de
Website: www.uhy-wahlen.de
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GHANA
UHY Voscon Chartered Accountants, Accra
Contact: Henry Djangmah
Email: info@uhyvoscon-gh.com
Website: www.uhyvoscon-gh.com
UHY Godwinson (Chartered Accountants), Accra
Contact: Godwin Azasu
Email: info@uhygodwinson-gh.com
Website: www.uhygodwinson-gh.com
GREECE
UHY Axon Certified Auditors S.A., Athens
Contact: Stavros Nikiforakis
Email: info@axonaudit.gr
Website: www.axonaudit.gr
Also in: Crete
GUATEMALA
UHY Pérez & Co,* Guatemala City
Contact: René Pérez Ordo’ñez
Email: rperez@uhy-perez.com
Website: www.uhy-perez.com
GUERNSEY
Louvre Trust (Guernsey) Limited, St Peter Port
Contact: Derek Baudains
Email: info@louvregroup.com
Website: www.louvregroup.com
HONDURAS
UHY Auditores y Consultores, S.A., Tegucigalpa
Contact: Omar Pérez Rosales
Email: operez@uhy-hn.com
Website: www.uhy-hn.com
Also in: San Pedro Sula
HONG KONG
Tai Kong CPA Limited,* Hong Kong
Contact: Robert Kong
Email: robertkong@tkcpa.com.hk
Website: www.tkcpa.com.hk
UHY Vocation HK CPA Limited,* Hong Kong
Contact: David Ng
Email: dng@uhy-hk.com
Website: www.uhy-hk.com
HUNGARY
Bergmann Accounting & Auditing, Budapest
Contact: Péter Bergmann
Email: peter.bergmann@bergmann.hu
Website: www.bergmann.hu
INDIA
Chandabhoy & Jassoobhoy, Mumbai
Contact: Sunil Hansraj
Email: sunil@cnj.in
Website: www.cnj.in
Also in: Bangalore, Chennai, Hyderabad
Lodha & Co,* Kolkata
Contact: R.P. Singh
Email: rpsingh@lodhaco.com
Website: www.lodhaco.com
Also in: Chennai, Hyderabad, Jaipur, Mumbai, New Delhi

ISRAEL
UHY Shtainmetz Aminoach & Co.,* Tel Aviv
Contact: Kobi Shtainmetz
Email: k@cpa.co.il
Website: www.cpa.co.il

MAURITIUS
UHY & Co., Port Louis
Contact: Nirmal Heeralall
Email: nheeralall@uhy.co.mu
Website: www.uhy.co.mu

ITALY
UHY Bompani Srl (Audit),* Milan
Contact: Andrea Fantechi
Email: milano.audit@uhyitaly.com
Website: www.uhyitaly.com
Also in: Brescia, Florence, Novara, Padova, Pisa,
Rome, Trento

MEXICO
UHY Glassman Esquivel y Cía S.C.,* Mexico City
Contact: Oscar Gutiérrez Esquivel
Email: oge@uhy-mx.com
Website: www.uhy-mx.com
Also in: Monterrey, Queretaro, Villahermosa

UHY Advisor Srl (Tax & Accounting), Rome
Contact: Cristiano Fasanari
Email: roma.advisor@uhyitaly.com
Website: www.uhyitaly.com
Also in: Florence, Milan, Novara, Rome

MOROCCO
UHY Ben Mokhtar & Co, Tangier
Contact: Mohamed Ben Mokhtar
Email: contact@uhy-benmokhtar.ma
Website: www.uhy-benmokhtar.ma

JAPAN
UHY Tokyo & Co., Tokyo
Contact: Nobuyuki Hara
Email: info@uhy-tokyo.or.jp
Website: www.uhy-tokyo.or.jp
Also in: Kyoto

MOZAMBIQUE
UHY Sociedade de Ensino e Consultoria, Limida,
Maputo
Contact: Carlos Sitoe
Email: uhy.sec@uhy-mz.com

JORDAN
UHY Arab Auditors, Amman
Contact: Nabil Haddad
Email: nih@arabauditors.jo
Website: www.arabauditors.jo

MYANMAR
Ngwe Inzaly Audit Firm, Yangon
Contact: Aye Thida
Email: ngweinzali@googlemail.com
Website: www.ngweinzalyaudit.com

KAZAKHSTAN
UHY SAPA-Consulting LLP, Almaty
Contact: Saltanat Yessengazina
Email: office@uhy-kz.com
Website: www.uhy-kz.com
Also in: Aktobe, Astana, Atyrau, Shymkent, Ural’sk

NETHERLANDS
Govers Accountants/Consultants,* Eindhoven
Contact: Paul Mencke
Email: mencke@govers.nl
Website: www.govers.nl

KENYA
UHY Kenya, Nairobi
Contact: Daniel Kabiru
Email: dkabiru@uhy-ke.com
Website: www.uhy-ke.com
KOREA, REPUBLIC OF
UHY Seil Accounting Corp,* Seocho, Seoul
Contact: Sam-Won Hyun
Email: cpahn@hanmail.net
Website: www.seiltax.co.kr
Also in: Chungmuro (Seoul),
Songpa (Seoul), Yeouido (Seoul)
KUWAIT
UHY Fawzia Mubarak Al-Hassawi, Kuwait City
Contact: Fawzia Al-Hassawi
Email: info@uhy.com.kw
Website: www.uhy-kw.com
LEBANON
UHY Andy Bryan, Beirut
Contact: Elie Abboud
Email: beirut@uhy-lb.com
Website: www.uhy-lb.com

NEW ZEALAND
UHY Haines Norton (Auckland) Ltd,* Auckland
Contact: Grant Brownlee
Email: grantb@uhyhn.co.nz
Website: www.uhyhn.co.nz
Also in: Helensville, Kumeu
NIGERIA
UHY Maaji & Co, Lagos
Contact: Gabriel Idahosa
Email: info@uhy-ng-maaji.com
Website: www.uhy-ng-maaji.com
Also in: Abuja, Benin City, Garki, Kaduna, Kano, Lokoja,
Maiduguri, Port Harcourt, Yola
NORWAY
Revisorgruppen AS, Oslo
Contact: Kirsti Armann
Email: post@rg.no
Website: www.rg.no
Also in: Aalesund, Aandalsnes, Arendal, Bergen,
Drammen, Foerde, Kolbotn, Kristiansand,
Kvam/Norheimsund, Namsos, Sarpsborg, Stjordal,
Trondheim, Ulsteinvik

INDONESIA
KAP Hananta Budianto & Rekan, Jakarta
Contact: Venancia Wijono
Email: venancia@hananta.com
Website: www.hananta.com
Also in: Semarang, Surabaya

LUXEMBOURG
UHY Fibetrust S.àr.l., Luxembourg
Contact: Jürgen Fischer
Email: j.fischer@fibetrust.lu
Website: www.fibetrust.lu

PAKISTAN
UHY Hassan Naeem & Co, Lahore
Contact: Ibne Hassan
Email: ibnehassan@uhy-hnco.com
Website: www.uhy-hnco.com
Also in: Islamabad, Karachi

IRELAND
UHY Farrelly Dawe White Limited, Dundalk
Contact: Alan Farrelly
Email: alanfarrelly@fdw.ie
Website: www.fdw.ie
Also in: Balbriggan, Dublin, Newry

MALAYSIA
UHY,* Kuala Lumpur
Contact: Alvin Tee Guan Pian
Email: uhy-kl@uhy-my.com
Website: www.uhy.com.my
Also in: Johor Bahru, Penang

PALESTINIAN AUTHORITY
UHY Hassouneh Auditing Firm, Hebron
Contact: Murad Hassouneh
Email: info@haf.ps
Website: www.haf.ps

ISLE OF MAN
UHY Crossleys LLC, Ballasalla
Contact: Andrew Pennington
Email: apennington@crossleys.com
Website: www.crossleys.com

MALTA
UHY Pace, Galea Musù & Co, Ta’ Xbiex
Contact: David Pace
Email: djpace@uhymalta.com
Website: www.uhymalta.com

PANAMA
UHY Botello & Marquez, Panama City
Contact: Diógenes Botello V.
Email: dbotello@uhy-pa.com
Website: www.uhy-pa.com
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PERU
UHY Sandoval Aliaga y Asociados,* Lima
Contact: Carlos Sandoval Aliaga
Email: c.sandoval@uhyperu.net
Website: www.uhyenperu.com

SINGAPORE
UHY Lee Seng Chan & Co,* Singapore
Contact: Sen Choon Lee
Email: info@uhylsc.com.sg
Website: www.uhylsc.com.sg

PHILIPPINES
UHY M.L. Aguirre & Co. CPAs,* Makati City
Contact: Michael Aguirre
Email: ask@mlaguirre.org
Website: www.mlaguirre.org

SLOVAK REPUBLIC
AUDITOR SK s.r.o., Bratislava
Contact: Georg Stöger
Email: georg.stoeger@auditor.eu
Website: www.auditor.eu

POLAND
Biuro Audytorskie Sadren Sp. z o.o., Warsaw
Contact: Wieslaw Lešniewski
Email: biuro@sadren.com.pl
Website: www.sadren.com.pl
UHY ECA Group, Kraków
’
Contact: Roman Seredynski
Email: roman.seredynski@uhy-pl.com
Website: www.uhy-pl.com
’
Also in: Poznan,
Warsaw, Wroclaw, Zabrze
PORTUGAL
UHY & Associados SROC Lda, Lisbon
Contact: António Santos
Email: asantos@uhy-portugal.pt
Website: www.uhy-portugal.pt
Also in: Azores, Funchal, Porto
PUERTO RICO
UHY Del Valle & Nieves PSC,* San Juan
Contact: Rafael Del Valle-Vega
Email: info@uhy-pr.com
Website: www.uhy-pr.com
QATAR
UHY Ammo & Co, Doha
Contact: Mohamed Shady
Email: inquiry@uhy-qa.com
Website: www.uhy-qa.com
ROMANIA
UHY Audit CD S.r.l., Bucharest
Contact: Camelia Dobre
Email: camelia.dobre@uhy-ro.com
Website: www.uhy-ro.com
RUSSIAN FEDERATION
UHY Yans-Audit LLC,* Moscow
Contact: Nikolay Litvinov
Email: yans@uhy-yans.ru
Website: www.uhy-yans.ru
UHY EKA LLC, St. Petersburg
Contact: Elena Sedavkina
Email: mail@eccona.spb.ru
Website: www.eccona.ru
SAUDI ARABIA
UHY Abdul Jabbar Certified Accountants and
Consultants Office, Jeddah
Contact: Elsayed Elboussery
Email: elboussery@uhy-sa.com
Website: www.uhy-sa.com
Also in: Riyadh
SERBIA
UHY REVIZIJA d.o.o., Belgrade
Contact: Jasmina Macura
Email: ekirevizija@uhy-ekirevizija.rs
Website: www.uhy-ekirevizija.rs
SEYCHELLES
UHY Premier Financial Services Limited, Mahé
Contact: Vimal Damry
Email: contact@premier-seychelles.com
Website: www.premier-seychelles.com

SLOVENIA
UHY d.o.o., Ljubljana
Contact: Matjaž Trebše
Email: uhy@uhy.si
Website: www.uhy.si
SOUTH AFRICA
UHY Hellmann (SA), Johannesburg
Contact: Carlos Pedregal
Email: carlosp@uhy.co.za
Website: www.uhy.co.za
SPAIN
UHY Fay & Co,* Marbella
Contact: Bernard Fay
Email: mailbox@uhy-fay.com
Website: www.uhy-fay.com
Also in: Barcelona, Madrid*, Malaga, Oviedo, Santa Cruz
de Tenerife, Santander, Santiago de Compostela
SWEDEN
Revisorerna Syd, Malmö
Contact: Rolf Nilsson
Email: info@revisorernasyd.se
Website: www.revisorernasyd.se
Winthers Revisionsbyrå AB, Stockholm
Contact: Ragnar Santesson
Email: winthers@winthers.se
Website: www.winthers.se
SWITZERLAND
Balmer-Etienne AG, Luzern
Contact: Stephan Vollenweider
Email: info@balmer-etienne.ch
Website: www.balmer-etienne.ch
Also in: Stans, Zürich
TAIWAN
UHY L&C Company, CPAs, Taipei
Contact: Lawrence Lin
Email: lawrencelin@uhy-taiwan.com.tw
Website: www.uhy-taiwan.com.tw
THAILAND
UHY Yongyuth Accounting and Son Co., Ltd.,
Bangkok
Contact: Panit Mokarakorn
Email: panityas@uhy-th.com
Website: www.uhy-th.com
TUNISIA
UHY CNBA, Tunis
Contact: Raoudha Ben Abdelkrim
Email: r.trojet@uhy-cnba.com
Website: www.uhy-cnba.com
TURKEY
UHY UZMAN Sworn in CPA and Independent
Auditing Inc., Istanbul
Contact: Şenol Çudin
Email: uzman@uhy-uzman.com.tr
Website: www.uhy-uzman.com.tr
Also in: Ankara, Izmir
UGANDA
UHY Thakkar & Associates, Certified Public
Accountants, Kampala
Contact: Sam Thakkar
Email: sam@uhy-ug.com
Website: www.uhy-ug.com

UKRAINE
UHY Prostor Ltd, Kiev
Contact: Alexander Koinov
Email: a.koinov@uhy-prostor.com
Website: www.uhy-prostor.com
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
UHY Saxena,* Dubai
Contact: David Burns MBE
Email: mail@uhyuae.com
Website: www.uhyuae.com
Also in: Hamriya Sharjah, Jebel Ali
UNITED KINGDOM
UHY Hacker Young,* London
Contact: Ladislav Hornan
Email: london@uhy-uk.com
Website: www.uhy-uk.com
Also in: Abergavenny, Ashford, Belfast, Birmingham,*
Brighton & Hove, Bristol, Broadstairs, Cambridge,
Chester, Jarrow, Letchworth, Manchester,* Newcastle,
Newport, Nottingham, Royston, Sheffield, Sittingbourne,
Sunderland, Winchester, York
UNITED STATES
UHY Advisors, Inc., Chicago
UHY LLP,* New York
Contact: Michael Mahoney
Email: mmahoney@uhy-us.com
Website: www.uhy-us.com
Also in: Albany (New York), Ann Arbor (Michigan),
Atlanta (Georgia), Chicago (Illinois), Columbia
(Maryland), Detroit (Michigan), Farmington Hills
(Michigan), Frederick (Maryland), Houston (Texas),
Miami (Florida), New York City (New York), Norwalk
(Connecticut), Orange County (California), Rye Brook
(New York), St Louis (Missouri), Sterling Heights
(Michigan), West Hartford (Connecticut). UHY LLP is
a licensed independent CPA firm that performs attest
services through an alternative practice structure with
UHY Advisors, Inc. and its subsidiary entities. UHY
Advisors, Inc. provides tax and business consulting
services through wholly owned subsidiary entities that
operate under the name of “UHY Advisors”.
URUGUAY
UHY Gubba & Asociados,* Montevideo
Contact: Hugo Gubba
Email: info@uhygubba.uy
Website: www.uhygubba.uy
UZBEKISTAN
UHY Tashkent LLC, Tashkent
Contact: Sarvarkhon Karimov
Email: s.karimov@uhy-uz.com
Website: www.uhy-uz.com
Also in: Khorezm, Navoi
VENEZUELA
UHY Servicios Legales & Tributarios, S.C., Caracas
Contact: Luis Sotillo
Email: l.sotillo@uhy-ve.com
Website: www.uhy-ve.com
Also in: Barquisimeto, Puerto Ordaz, Valencia*
VIETNAM
UHY ACA Auditing & Consulting Co. Ltd., Hanoi
Contact: Thanh Nguyen
Email: thanhnt@uhyvietnam.com.vn
Website: www.uhyaca.vn
Also in: Hai Phong, Ho Chi Minh City, Vinh
ZAMBIA
UHY AMO Certified Public Accountants, Lusaka
Contact: Dion Banda Dault
Email: d.banda@uhy-amocpa.com
Website: www.uhy-amocpa.com

* UHY firms asterisked signifies that they are registered with the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB). They are enabled under section 102 of the US Sarbanes-Oxley Act 2002 to
prepare or issue audit reports on US public companies and their subsidiaries abroad. Under section 103 of the Act, the PCAOB has established auditing and related attestation quality control, ethics
and independence standards, and rules to be used by registered public accounting firms, in the preparation and issuance of audit reports.
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OUR COMMITMENT
TO QUALITY

UHY SERVICES
UHY member firms offer the following
services:

CORPORATE SERVICES

• CORPORATE RECOVERY & INSOLVENCY,
including: debt collection, corporate
turnaround, asset protection or
repossession, or implementing good
management practices, refinancing,
valuations, debt management, insolvency
planning, personal liability protection.
•C
 ORPORATE TAX, including: direct
taxation and indirect taxation,
international tax such as tax-efficient
structures for international expansion
and cross-border ventures, transnational
group structuring, VAT returns and
advice, tax consultancy and transfer
pricing.

Not all of the services described in this
publication are provided by every UHY
member firm. The provision of some services
• FORENSIC ACCOUNTING & LITIGATION
may be restricted in some areas depending
SUPPORT, including: litigation support,
on local legislation.
valuations, economic damages, fraud
• AUDIT & ASSURANCE, including: statutory evaluations, criminal proceedings and
money laundering issues.
audit, internal reviews, compilation and

review of financial statements including
• FUND SERVICES, including: fund
compliance with International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS), special purpose establishment and administration.
and international audits.
• LEGAL, including: tax law, labour law, etc.
• BUSINESS ADVISORY & ACCOUNTING,
• INTERNATIONALISATION, including:
including: accounting and bookkeeping,
business contact introductions, local
outsourcing, business plans and
independent business reviews, business
regulatory requirements and business
valuations, financial planning and control,
etiquette, local business tax environment,
reviewing management reporting systems,
business structuring and compliance,
company formations and company
personal taxation, recruitment and labour
secretarial services including appropriate
law consultancy, transfer pricing, customs
commercial and tax-efficient structures for
and other fiscal areas.
international expansion and cross-border
ventures, trusts and foundations, pension • M
 ANAGEMENT CONSULTING
funds, charitable and philanthropic
& SOLUTIONS, including:
structures, interim finance & management, internationalisation of businesses,
payroll administration, employee benefits
human resources and recruitment
and business systems.
services, information technology and
software solutions.
• CORPORATE FINANCE, including: strategic
business advisory services, business
valuations, due diligence, transactional
services (acquisitions, mergers, disposals,
MBOs, IPOs) across all industry sectors and PRIVATE CLIENT SERVICES
geographies, restructuring, exit strategies
and start-ups.
• CORPORATE

GOVERNANCE & RISK
MANAGEMENT, including: corporate
governance, risk management and
consulting including Sarbanes-Oxley
compliance services.

Key services include: wealth management
for individuals and families, income tax and
capital gains tax planning, international tax
planning for expatriates and migrants,
non-domicile status, trust services &
management, inheritance planning.
& management, inheritance planning.

Quality is one of UHY’s main values –
because it is so very important to us we
strive to achieve this in everything we do.
Each of our independent member firms
has signed a Quality Charter committing
to the adoption and achievement of
performance and service objectives
considered essential to delivering this
quality promise to clients.
The expectations we have of our member
firms are benchmarked to recognised
international professional standards. We
set specific quality goals and expectations
for our independent member firms to
meet, covering areas such as client service
efficiency and relationship management,
professional work standards, depth and
breadth of products, services and
geographical coverage. Collectively, they
represent our aim to provide clients with
consistent, seamless, professional and
timely cross-border services.
Our member firms are evaluated annually
against UHY’s quality expectations,
allowing us to assess our performance
and outcomes, and look for new ways to
improve further. We focus on quality
through:
•
•
•
•

•

•

Leadership
Client acceptance procedures
Full membership of the Forum of Firms
Compliance with ethical obligations
set out by the International Federation
of Accountants in its global standard,
Code of Ethics for Professional
Accountants
Human resources policies and
procedures, such as education
and training
And, of course, quality control
procedures in accordance with
internationally-recognised standards.

It is our belief in quality as a value and the
successful implementation of that value
across all our service areas that make our
network even more dedicated to quality
than other networks.

LET US HELP YOU ACHIEVE FURTHER
BUSINESS SUCCESS
To find out how UHY can assist your
business, contact any of our member
firms. You can visit us online at
www.uhy.com to find contact details
for all of our offices, or email us at
info@uhy.com for further information.

UHY is an international network of legally
independent accounting and consultancy
firms whose administrative entity is
Urbach Hacker Young International
Limited, a UK company. UHY is the brand
name for the UHY international network.
Services to clients are provided by
member firms and not by Urbach Hacker
Young International Limited. Neither
Urbach Hacker Young International
Limited, the UHY network, nor any
member of UHY has any liability for
services provided by other members.
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